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ABSTRACT
Th* generalized circuit equation derived by
Chaney ' is applied directly to evaluation of the
radiation impedance of a terminated rhombic antenna
in free space „ The fact that certain integrations
(2)totalize to zero, as demonstrated by Chaney v ' from
his equations of constraint, is verified by actual
detailed evaluation of the integrals involved.
(2)Furthermore, Chaney 's formulae ' for the radiation
impedances of both the terminated rhombic and vee
in free space are verified by independent integration,
1. Jo G„ Chaney, "A critical study of the circuit
concept", J a Applo Phys. 22, 12, 1429 (1951).
2. J. G Chaney, "Free space radiation impedance
of rhombic antenna", U„ S. Naval Postgraduate
School Technical Report No. k (BuShips Project
Report No. 1 ) (May 1952
)
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